
Feedback Received from the Community in Response to the December 

Newsletter Item about the Proposal to Site the Library at the Domain 

 

In Favour: 

I think the library idea is brilliant and its position would be spot on. 

 
Fantastic idea! As you rightly point out, the changing shed facility is highly under-used and this would 

be a great addition to the area! 

 
Great idea for the new library building at the tennis courts. 

 
Our property borders onto the sports field and I think the Library idea is great. I have never seen 

anyone use the changing shed in all of the years we have owned a property across the field from the 

Toilet block. 

 
The new library at the domain is a great idea. Hopefully when we get to spend more time in Kuaotunu 

I can volunteer to work in there. 

 
Congratulations on the progress with plans for the library. It gives me great pleasure to know that it is 

safe in your hands. 

 
I think it's great to have the library at the domain where there are already many things where both 

children and adults can enjoy themselves. Naturally, our craft ladies, on the Monday afternoon, will 

miss their little library but I also understand that it was not available enough for people to get books. 

 

Not In Favour: 

Deat Alister as the Secratary of KRRA I am hoping that more light can be thrown on the speed of the 

new proposed hack of the Domain facilities of the Library be saught. Having been a Founding member 

of the Library Committe who resigned in November following a successful Fundraising Event for the 

cause but with lack of confidence in the working of the Committee of five, the story written in KRRA's 

latest new letter must be privy to correspondence written to KRRA to report upon ? .I would vey much 

request this be made available at the next KRRA meeting and also made available for the Community 

to read if they wish for it .The speed of the procedure and proposition citing TCDC's Hack are curious 

considering the lack of discussion at Library Committee level and without a survey being carried out in 

the Community who may like to have Library continue to live in its closet in the Hall and be more 

involved questioning a behind stairs stitch up that may have been seen to take place? We witnessed 

this cloak and dagger behaviour with the Reserve tree cutting ....Lets not see this kind of behaviour 

repated ? 

 


